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Writing Notes 

ESSAY STRUCTURE NOTES

Keep these notes safe! 
You will need this for rest of year & for final exams. 



Topic Sentence 1 Topic Sentence 2 Topic Sentence 3 

DETAILS = 
evidence/quotes from a 
text to back-up your 
ideas

PARAGRAPH 1 >>

PARAGRAPH 2 >> PARAGRAPH 3 >> PARAGRAPH 4 >>

PARAGRAPH 5 >>



INTRODUCTION PARAGRAPH (1st) 
HOOK: 
grabs reader’s attention quickly
● an interesting statement, statistic, or quote
● a question to get audience thinking
BACKGROUND INFO: (3-4 sentences) 
● Answer hook question
● provide info. about what you will be talking about in essay; 

what reader should know to understand your thesis
title of the text (e.g. story, novel, etc.) 

● little summary of what story is about without giving too much 
away



Examples of Hooks
• The standard hooks:

■ Everyone has experienced…
■ Imagine…
■ Anecdote (story): The man’s heart broke into a 

thousand pieces as she walked away.
■ Quote: It’s better to have loved and lost than 

never loved at all.



THESIS ( ~ last sentence of intro. paragraph) : 
● answers the writing prompt question

bold & precise , to the point of your opinion
Arguable

● people can agree or disagree
***should be the LAST sentence of your intro.

example: Love can conquer all. 
- bold & precise?
- arguable? 



Sample Introduction Paragraph
The man’s heart broke into a thousand pieces as 

he watched his former love walk away. Everyone 
has been through heartbreak and Pablo Neruda 
expresses his sadness in the poem, “Tonight I 
Write”. The poem speaks of heartbreak and 
sorrow, but ends with a promise to stop loving 
the woman once and for all. Neruda uses a 
variety of literary devices to show the pain 
and suffering he went through. 

HOOK

Background 
on what will 
be talked 
about

THESIS



TOPIC SENTENCES (TS) 
● total of 3 
● each starts a body paragraph 
● each topic sentence is a reason why your thesis 

is true

for example:
Thesis - Love can conquer all. 

TS #1: Love is powerful. 
TS #2: Love can change people for the better.
TS #3: Everyone needs love. 



BODY PARAGRAPHS (2nd, 3rd, 4th)  
Total of 3 
Each should equal ~7-10 sentences    / this is example structure… you can change 

order or add more evidence and commentary

ONE topic sentence (reason for your thesis) 
Evidence 1 (1 sent.) 

exact quote/detail from the text to support your topic 
sentences (cite them!) 

COMMENTARY (~2 sent.) 
explanation of importance of the quote

Evidence 2 (1 sent.) 
COMMENTARY (~2 sent.) 
CLOSING SENTENCE (1sent.) 



Inputting quotes into essay (write onto pink paper on back 2nd column) 

Always place citation after quote     (author’s last name  page number if from book)

Always tell the reader who says the quote.  EX: ( Jimenez   8) 

Francisco tells the reader, “We stepped off the rail and moved a few feet away from 
the tracks” ( Jimenez 8).  

OR

“We stepped off the rail and moved a few feet away from the tracks,” Francisco tells 
the reader (Jimenez 8). 

If the quote was said by someone in the book, place 1 quote around the quote.

Francisco asked the conductor, ‘Do you know Roberto?’ (Jimenez 8) 



Elaboration (ex. Body paragraph) 

Neruda uses figurative language to make his pain understandable 
to his readers. Personification can be seen again and again, as he 
describes “his soul calling out to her” (l. 23) and “the starry night 
crying over the heartbreak” (l. 14). By using personification, 
Neruda makes the pain come alive, almost as though it is human. 
He also uses another type of figurative language: simile. In line 37, 
he states “My verses fall to the soul like dew to the pasture.” He is 
trying to show that his verses, the poem, is helping his soul just 
like dew helps a pasture grow it’s grass. The figurative language 
brings Neruda’s pain to the reader’s attention and lets us 
understand his pain. 

For every quote, provide at least TWO sentences of commentary to 
explain why quote is important or what quote shows reader. 

Citation goes in 
parentheses () at end. 

Quotations go around lines pulled from the story or song. 



CONCLUSION PARAGRAPH (5th) 
- 5-6 sentences

- rephrases your thesis (your answer to the essay 
question)

- restate what you want audience to know or take away 
from your essay

- end with a bold, memorable statement



Sample Conclusion Paragraph
   Everyone can relate to the idea of heartache. We know that 

Neruda’s pain was so hard that he decides that he can no longer 
love this woman, or write poems for her. People who experience 
heartbreak know that they must get closure, otherwise, the pain 
keeps going. Neruda writes this poem as a way to get rid of his 
feelings for this woman, but at the same time, gives us a beautiful 
poem that we can all relate to. 



Writing Notes 
how to format quotes into essay….

always lead in by introducing the quote….
The main character says to his friend, “   mention quote    ” 
(Jimenez 32). 

Always put the author’s last name in parentheses ( ) & page 
number (if from a book) at end of the quotes. 
For a song….. You will write (line #) after your quote. 

Boyz II Men say, “The good times that made us laugh outweigh the bad” (l. 2-3).    OR
“The good times that made us laugh outweigh the bad,” say Boyz II Men (l.2-3).  



Commentary after quotes...
Wrong way to write commentary: 

Juliet said, “My only love sprung from my only 
hate!” (I.v.152). This quote shows that Juliet 
just found out that she was in love with. 
Right way to write commentary: 

Juliet said, “My only love sprung from my only 
hate!” (I.v.152). Juliet just found out that she 
was in love with. 



How to cite quotes from a play: 
Character said, “ quote….” (Act #. Scene #. Line #s). 
roman numerals: 
Act : I II III IV V

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Scene: i ii iii iv v
*Line numbers written in regular form. 

e.g. Juliet said, “My only love sprung from my only hate!” (I.v.152). 





Setting up Google Doc for Essay
(document kept under Writing Tab) 
Steps 1-7 on handout should be done before 
typing essay

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw3GJdhgu
rpRcFRjZDg3R1pkcDk3X1lVQU5lTDNDYkZTa
nhF

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw3GJdhgurpRcFRjZDg3R1pkcDk3X1lVQU5lTDNDYkZTanhF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw3GJdhgurpRcFRjZDg3R1pkcDk3X1lVQU5lTDNDYkZTanhF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw3GJdhgurpRcFRjZDg3R1pkcDk3X1lVQU5lTDNDYkZTanhF


HEADING TO USE : 
First Name & Last Name
Teacher’s Name
Subject / Period : ___
Due Date of Essay
Essay Focus (Assignment Title)



Setting up Google Doc: MLA format
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q__wf6s0ans

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q__wf6s0ans
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q__wf6s0ans


Videos & other websites to refer to 
for further MLA help: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q__wf6s0ans

setting up google Docs MLA format
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/12/

the side bar tab can be used for specific types of 
sources you used to help you out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxNDsRU_qCw
the video is about completing the info on google docs; 

however, you can still utilize the info. for slideshow 
works cited slide. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q__wf6s0ans
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/12/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxNDsRU_qCw

